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REOPENING OF MUNICIPAL OFFICES
As of June 29, the municipal office will once again be accessible to the public
with significant restrictions to ensure the safety of municipal employees and
citizens on the risks of contracting COVID-19.
We would like to thank the citizens for their cooperation in containing the
pandemic. You respected the rules for contact with the municipal office by
opting for telephone and/or email communications. We encourage you to
continue these methods of communication given the gradual deconfinement.
Please contact the municipal office to make an appointment before arriving and
avoid several citizens being present at the same time in the reception area of
the municipality.
Please note that you can contact the municipal office at 819-826-3546 x 0 or
email: administration@cleveland.ca during office hours.
If your needs are for road services or road emergencies in the municipality, you
can contact this service by calling 819-826-3546 x113.

VALLEY ROAD WORK
Following the paving on Valley Road, we received a recommendation from our
engineering firm to properly correct a badly damaged area. Over a length of
320 metres near the intersections of Lockwood Road and Barr Road, we must
proceed with the removal of the existing structure (foundation) and replace it
with one that will meet the standards (granular materials and asphalt).
To do this, your council has submitted a grant application to the Quebec
Ministry of Transportation's RIRL program. We hope to receive a positive
response quickly so that we can carry out the work before the winter period.

RESIDENTIAL POOLS : SAFETY REMINDER
Due to the exceptional circumstances associated with the COVID-19 pandemic,
there has been a sharp increase in residential pool sales for the upcoming
summer season. We remind you that a municipal permit is required to build,
install or replace a swimming pool, or to erect a building that provides access to
it or prevents access. Please contact the municipality at 819-826-3546 ext. 0 for
a pool permit.
The municipality would like to remind you that vigilance around residential
swimming pools is the most effective way to save lives. We intend to continue
to raise awareness throughout the summer.

For more information on safety measures needed during the installation of a residential
pool, please visit www.quebec.ca/piscinesresidentielles.
For information on how to avoid drownings visit www.quebec.ca/habitation-etlogement/piscines-et-spas/

